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the first craft he had learned
was to enclose himself in a glittering falcon;
the second art he had learned
was to enclose himself in a grey wolf;
the third art Volh had learned
was to enclose himself in a wild bull with golden horns.
So when Volh had reached his twelfth year,
this Volh began to gather himself a meinie;
he gathered his meinie three years,
he gathered to his meinie seven thousands;
he himself—Volh—was in his fifteenth year
and all his meinie was fifteen years old.
(Speranskii, Volh Vseslav'evic i Indeiskoe Carstvo.)
He went to Kiev, and there learned of the threat of invasion by
the 'Indian' tsar. Shifting his shape, he went to the tsar's tent,
overheard his plans; shifting again, he gnawed his weapons so that
they were useless; and, in another disguise, safely returned to
Russia. The same shape-shiftings were used by Prince Roman
Mitreevic in defeating a Lithuanian invasion (Rybnikov 45). In
another ballad VoPga (Speranskii, VoTga i Mikula) encounters the
prodigious ploughman, who can plough faster than a horse can
gallop and who encloses the weight of the world in a small bag.
The same bag is found in a ballad of Svjatogor (Speranskii,
Svjaiogor i tjaga zemnajd)^ who is the hero of his own marriage,
of an encounter with IFja of Murom, and of death by burial
alive.
The historical expert sees in Vol'ga the historical Oleg, who
made a great raid on Constantinople in the tenth century. It was
a naval expedition, and so utterly unlike that of Vol'ga, who is
evidently concerned with the defence of Kiev against the Tatars;
nor are the enemy precisely Tatars, since their 'Indian' Empire is
that of Prester John borrowed from the ballads of Djuk Stepanovic.
As a shape-shifting hunter he corresponds to Vanamoinen in the
Kalevala and to the whole scheme of sympathetic magic implied
by Finnish hunting songs. His name of Volh seems to be connected
with the Volhov river, and with the worship of the thunder-god
Perun. In one of his exploits he resembles Thor; in his general
character he seems to be a fire-god like Loki. As for Mikula, his
name is borrowed from St. Nicholas, but his qualities are those of
a Slavic Triptolemus. Svjatogor is obviously 'Holy Mountain';
but which ? If it be a place-name from the Black Sea coast, near

